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Pet Brands are the proud distributors in South Africa of several well-known and reputable brands. Our
partner's products are distributed across South Africa through pet, vet, and online stores as well as
through selected branches of Dis-Chem. Visit our website on www.petbrands.co.za for more information
or email us on info@petbrands.co.za for our full catalogue. We hope that our monthly newsletter will give
you more information about our highlighted products as well as interesting information that you can share
with your customers.

Why do pets need toys?
For dogs and other pets, toys are not a luxury, but a necessity. Toys are important to your dog or cat's wellbeing. Toys help fight boredom and provide comfort when they're feeling nervous. Toys can even help
prevent your dog or cat from developing certain problem behaviors.
Although cats can be pretty picky about toys, dogs are often more than willing to play with any object they
can get their paws on. That means you'll need to be particularly careful when monitoring your dog's
playtime.
Toys are excellent mental stimulators that encourage active play and minimise periods of boredom. This
reduces the risk of destructive or attention seeking behaviors manifesting in your pet. However, dogs are a
lot like children, and they get bored with their toys quickly. When this happens, the value of the toy as a
mental and physical outlet is lost. Dog trainers recommend that pet parents select six to eight toys for each
pet ensuring that each is different in texture, size and shape.
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FUN FACT ABOUT HAMSTERS
“Hamster,” from the German word “hamstern,” means “hoard,”
which is a favorite pastime of our hamster friends.
The hamster is a rodent whose scientific name is “Cricetinae.”
It contains 18 species in seven different genera and includes
lemmings and mice among others.
The Syrian hamster is the most popular pet hamster. Often referred to as teddy bear, short
hair or fancy hamsters they are known to be very docile and enjoy being held.
The first hamsters came from Syria, but they have lived all over the world in places like
Greece, Belgium and northern China.
With proper care and attention, a hamster can live to be 2 to 3 years old.
Since hamsters are nocturnal, they naturally sleep more during the day and are more
active at twilight. Don’t wake them up to play. Instead, plan your interactions for late
afternoon or early evening after they’ve had their proper rest.
Hamsters generally enjoy the companionship of their pet parent and love to be let out of
their habitat to play. Enhance their fun by constructing a maze for them to navigate,
getting a hamster ball or putting them in a safe, enclosed area with hamster toys.
Hamsters are intelligent creatures who can even learn their name. If you talk to your
hamster and use their name frequently enough to get them used to hearing it, they might
even learn to come when called.
A hamster’s teeth are constantly growing. To keep them at their healthy, length, provide
plenty of chew toys and chew sticks to help naturally wear them down.
Hamsters tend to keep their habitats tidy, generally relieving themselves in one or two
specific corners, making it easy to litter box train them or at least scoop out soiled
bedding every day to keep their spaces clean.

ALL GOOD DOGS NEED TREATS!
For starters, dogs like the taste and smell of treats. It’s something different than the norm.
Unlike human treats, for the most part, dog treats are actually pretty good nutritionally, with
vitamins and nutrients.
Dog treats and chews can be used to teach new tricks and behaviors - the treats act as
rewards that your dog earns when he has performed and behaved well. They can also be used
to sneak in a prescribed medication, help clean your dog’s teeth or aid digestion.
We know you love your dog but it is important to control the number
of treats you feed him or her as too many treats can cause obesity
which will affect your dog's health in numerous ways.
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PRODUCT FEATURE

The SIMPLE SOLUTION to germs!
The Simple Solution Multi Surface Disinfectant Cleaner is a new revolutionary
disinfectant proven to kill 99.9% of germs and neutralise odours. Once dry, the product
provides ongoing germ protection that lasts for up to 24 hours on hard surfaces. Unlike
traditional pet hygiene products, this product doesn’t contain alcohol or bleach, making
it far more gentle to pets, humans and surfaces. Effective against Coronavirus within 60
seconds. Effective against Norovirus, Feline Calicivirus, Influenza A (H 1 N 1 Swine flu),
Salmonella, Ringworm (T mentagrophytes), E coli, Listeria and MRSA. Now with 3-in-1
action to clean, disinfect and deodorise.

Bunny love
Rabbits make great pets. In general rabbits need appropriate
housing, exercise, socialisation and a specific diet for good
welfare. They generally live for 5 to 8 years depending on their
environment and breed, but they can live for as long as 12 years. At
Pet Brands, we distribute all your rabbit's requirements.
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What can I do to stop my cat scratching my
furniture and carpets?
Cats need to scratch to keep their claws sharp, exercise and stretch their muscles and
mark their territory.If you fail to provide an acceptable area to scratch then your
carpets, furniture and wallpaper may get damaged. Once a cat finds an attractive area
to scratch they will always return to it! Scratching posts come in all shapes and sizes
and are an essential addition to your home. They often include upright wooden posts
covered with thick sisal twine or carpet together with platforms, beds, hiding boxes and
dangling toys for the more energetic individuals.

Did you know...
Petting a dog and gazing into
their eyes releases oxytocin (i.e
the “love hormone”) not only
for you, but for them as well.

A good social media presence is vitally important.
Remember to follow us on
Facebook & Instagram
for interesting daily posts that you can share to your own pages!
To stock our products in your store or
online store or to find a stockist near
you, email us on info@petbrands.co.za
or call 010 015 5042. Visit our website
on www.petbrands.co.za to view our
full catalogue.
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Follow us on Facebook and Instagram

